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January 22, 2015 Trail #42
What: PITT H3 #42 Upper Lawrenceville
Hash “Don’t hate them just because
they’re popular or you’ll miss out!”
Why: Lawrenceville hasn’t been hashed
in weeks.
Upper Lawrenceville can test the
endurance of the most hardened hasher.
Its sidewalks are filled with the whir of
digital cameras, the vape and tattoo
shops hem you in, and hipster sensibilities
can disappear faster than kisses. But
Upper Lawrenceville is also Pittsburgh’s
jewel and few neighborhoods can match
its classic beauty. Swoon over the graffiti
mural at New Amsterdam Pub, the
gorgeous Nied’s Hotel Amphitheater and
the stunning sculptural landscape of the
Allegheny Cemetery, or just sit in a cafe
and swoon over mustachioed handsome
passers-by. The neighborhood is virtually
tourist free in winter.
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TRAIL STATS:
Trail #: 42
MILES: 4.08

DATE: January 22, 2015
ATTENDANCE: 44 (31M/13F)

START: Hop Farm Brewing Co. – Upper Lawrenceville
TEMPERATURE: 30 degrees F
HARES: Porn Again Christian, Moaning Lisa, Bend Overture
Commemoratives:
Tags (10 trails & 1 hare): Moaning Lisa, Shameless Cussy,
Shart Appreciation & Tears for Sears
Naming: none
New Boots: none
Visitors: none
Hashit: Double Stuffed

This evening, 4 devoted hashers were
rewarded with heaps of flour haring 1
and attending 10 PITT trails. As
depressing, confusing, mind boggling,
and shocking as it may be, these hashers
are all beginning to realize that the
people drowning them in flour are
quickly becoming their only friends.
In picture from left to right:
Tears for Sears, Moaning Lisa, Shart
Appreciation, & Shameless Cussy.
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TRAIL REVIEW: It sucked
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reviewed by, Major Pecker

Starting out mere feet from where Wroughten Pussy and Ogre Under first consummated their relationship,
the first leg of trail was well marked, easy to follow, and everyone made it to the first beer check without
incident. If only that were true of the rest of trail. Someone (okay, it was Tight Embouchure) told the hares
that the first leg was “too easy” and that they should make it trickier. Apparently the hares interpreted this
as “get completely lost and don’t lay marks”. After half the pack ran past the second beer stop a few times,
everyone eventually made it and enjoyed some imported brews from Moaning Lisa’s native land [Canada].
Upon leaving this stop, both Moaning Lisa and The Black Clap decided that they were done running on their
feet, so they face planted into the ground just to take a break for a few minutes. At the shot quest, Glitter
Spitter felt that he wasn’t sloppy drunk enough, so he powered through most of the shots. There were
reports throughout of a kindly grandmother on trail, but it turned out to just be Moon taking his beautiful
blonde wig out for a spin. At circle, we were joined by Tears for Sears and Just Maria, a visiting hasher from
St. Kitts H3. Seriously, who brings a visitor to circle and not to trail? Fortunately, karma’s a bitch and, since
Tears for Sears did not realize she would be receiving her tags at circle, her nerd clothes got completely
caked in floury goodness. Circle was graced with another surprise – Sherpes, No Code, and Just Alex
actually made it to a PITT circle and were awarded a down-down for their trouble. Finally, Double Stuffed
was awarded the hash shit (which surprisingly actually made it to trail, thanks Defender). Thus, he was
reunited with his beloved level, which he left on Mount Nittany along with Scrum Guzzler and Gaggle Cock.
Overall a shit trail (when there was trail). Maybe find some hills next time.

A friend of mine who lives in
Stanton Heights posted this status
on her Facebook page last night:
"I think a bunch of hashers just
went by my house. I heard a lot of
noise & when I looked out the
window, I saw a bunch of people
running/walking up the hill
wearing head lamps. It freaked me
out for a minute, lol."

PITT H3: Freaking people
out since 2013
-Old Crusty Dick
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Brief Recap of PITT NAMINGS since the beginning
Trail #

Starting Bar

Date

Naming
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Song of the Week
THIRSTDAY HYMN
Melody - “Fat Bottom Girls” by
Queen

#1

Jack's

6/27/2013

Just Jess: Mangurgler

#7

Garage Door

9/19/2013

Just Mark: The Black Clap

#15

Stinky's

1/9/2014

Just Tom: Muff Warmer

#21

Bigham Tavern

4/3/2014

Just Nate: John Handycock

#22

Gooskis

4/17/2014

Sgt. Pecker: Major Pecker

#29

The Loft

7/24/2014

Just Adam: Scrum Guzzler

#30

Dale's

8/7/2014

Just Eric W: Diaper Dan

#32

Riggs Lounge

9/4/2014

Just Dave P: Idiotic Cat Poser (ICP)

#33

Redbeard's

9/18/2014

Just Jen B: Cuffed & Battered

#35

Shadyside
Hideaway

10/16/2014

Just Bunny: Up the Rabbit Hole

#36

Harp & Fiddle

10/30/2014

Just Patrick: Double Stuffed

#37

Cattivo

11/13/2014

Just Bill M: Porn Again Christian

The Thirstday hash is
gonna make you drink
it down…..

DS #3

Yesterday's

11/22/2014

Just Lauren N: Gaggle Cock

(down, down, down…)

#39

The Beer Hive

12/11/2014

Just Wes: The Gaygun' Cajun
Just Annie: Tears for Sears

#40/
DS #4

Nico's

12/23/2014

Just Steph: Shart Appreciation

#41

Blue Dust

1/8/2015

Just Amanda: Shameless Cussy

The HASHIT
While representing the PITT H3 at Free Beer, Double
Stuffed saw a hasher with a level between his legs.
It was love at first sight, he had to have it that level.
Back at the hotel that night they shared a king size
bed while some fine looking ladies were left to sleep
on the cold floor. The next day he left that level, the
supposed love of his life, abandoned on Mt. Nittany
like a piece of trash. Luckily Defender of Peedom
hates littering and picked it up to return it to him
after adding it to the HASHIT.
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Ohhh…
We’re gonna set this
trail off right.
Ohhh…
We’re gonna get
fucked up tonight.
Ohhh…
You’re gonna have to
call in sick

pitts.hhh@gmail.com
To sign up for a trail, submit
write ups for the newsletter,
please send us an email.

